We construct a suite of discrete chemo-dynamical models of the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 5846. These models are a powerful tool to constrain both the mass distribution and internal dynamics of multiple tracer populations. We use Jeans models to simultaneously fit stellar kinematics within the effective radius R e , planetary nebula (PN) radial velocities out to 3 R e , and globular cluster (GC) radial velocities and colours out to 6 R e . The best-fitting model is a cored DM halo which contributes ∼ 10% of the total mass within 1 R e , and 67% ± 10% within 6 R e , although a cusped DM halo is also acceptable. The red GCs exhibit mild rotation with v max /σ 0 ∼ 0.3 in the region R > R e , aligned with but counter-rotating to the stars in the inner parts, while the blue GCs and PNe kinematics are consistent with no rotation. The red GCs are tangentially anisotropic, the blue GCs are mildly radially anisotropic, and the PNe vary from radially to tangentially anisotropic from the inner to the outer region. This is confirmed by general made-to-measure models. The tangential anisotropy of the red GCs in the inner regions could stem from the preferential destruction of red GCs on more radial orbits, while their outer tangential anisotropy -similar to the PNe in this region -has no good explanation. The mild radial anisotropy of the blue GCs is consistent with an accretion scenario.
INTRODUCTION
Globular clusters (GCs) and planetary nebulae (PNe) are two powerful tracers of the dark matter distributions in giant elliptical galaxies. At the same time, they are important E-mail: lzhu@mpia.de tracers of the outer halo as a fossil record of a galaxy's formation history.
How the outer haloes of giant ellipticals are assembled is still under debate. Numerical simulations of these galaxies have been carried out in a cosmological context (Cooper et mass surface density profiles show an upward break at the radius where stars accreted from previously distinct galaxies (ex situ) start to dominate over the stars formed in the galaxy itself (in situ). The break disappears in the most massive galaxies, where ex situ stars dominate at all radii. The motions of ex situ stars are typically radially biased, while in situ stars can become tangentially biased if dissipation was significant during the later stages of assembly of the galaxy. Thus, in simulations, more massive galaxies with a large fraction of ex situ stars have a radially anisotropic velocity distribution outside of one effective radius. Tangential anisotropy is seen only for galaxies with high fractions of in situ stars, and is particularly rare in "slow rotator" ellipticals (Wu et al. 2014) .
When comparing galaxies, or comparing observations and simulations, different tracers are often used and their kinematics are not necessarily the same. Elliptical galaxies usually have more than one population of GCs-metal rich (red) and metal poor (blue) (e.g. Brodie & Strader 2006; Brodie et al. 2012 )-that exhibit different properties. The red GCs usually have a density distribution and velocity dispersion profile that follows the galaxy's field stars, while the blue GCs extend further spatially and have a higher velocity dispersion. The velocity anisotropy of the blue GCs is also different from the red GCs and stellar tracers (Zhang et al. 2015; Pota et al. 2015b) . These different properties of the red and blue GCs indicate different formation scenarios. The expectation is that the red GCs are predominantly born in situ. The blue GCs are thought to be predominantly accreted from low mass galaxies. This accretion is evidenced by the known correlations between the average metallicity of a GC population and its host galaxy's mass (Peng et al. 2006 ). However, after the dissolution of some GCs by tidal forces, even the red GCs may obtain kinematic properties different from the galaxy's main stellar population. With increasing data volumes, recent analyses have examined the kinematics of each population of GCs separately (e.g. Schuberth et al. 2010; Pota et al. 2013 Pota et al. , 2015a Zhang et al. 2015) .
Modelling the kinematics of all tracers simultaneously, with distinct dynamical properties for each population, is a powerful technique for addressing degeneracies: tracers with different velocity anisotropies may help to alleviate the mass-anisotropy degeneracy, while kinematic constraints on different spatial scales can alleviate the luminous and dark matter mass degeneracy (Napolitano et al. 2014; Agnello et al. 2014; Pota et al. 2015b ). However, several key aspects of this multi-population approach could be improved. Models are typically restricted to spherical symmetry, and their fitting processes do not function with unbinned velocities and, so, do not maximize the constraining power of the data (see Romanowsky & Kochanek 2001; Bergond et al. 2006; Wu & Tremaine 2006 for single-population examples). GC subpopulations are separated through their distribution of colour or metallicity before dynamical modelling occurs. In this context, the discrete chemo-dynamical modelling technique that we introduced in Zhu et al., 2016 (submitted) is a powerful tool to separate multiple populations that overlap chemically, to investigate their dynamical properties and to constrain the underlying gravitational potential simultaneously. In this paper, we extend our axisymmetric Jeans modelling technique to include three dynamical populations (the stars/PNe and two GC subpopulations) and, in addition to the discrete data, also fit the integrated-light stellar kinematic data in the inner region. The only comparable work from the literature is the Oldham & Auger (2016) spherical Jeans models of M87, using stars, two GC subpopulations and satellite galaxies.
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we present the observational data; in Section 3, we describe our model algorithms; in Section 4, we present the results of modelling the kinematics; in Section 5, we present the internal rotation and velocity anisotropy profiles obtained by the chemo-dynamical Jeans models as well as those from the Made-to-Measure (M2M) models for each population. In Section 6, we show the mass profiles. We discuss the implications of the results in Section 7 and summarise in Section 8. In the Appendix, we show kinematic figures for different models and describe in more detail the M2M models we employed.
DATA
NGC 5846 is a giant elliptical that is the brightest galaxy at the centre of a group at a distance of 24.2 Mpc away (Tonry et al. 2001 , corrected by subtracting 0.06 mag from the distance modulus as suggested by Mei et al. 2007) , so that 1 = 117 pc. It appears nearly spherical in shape with Hubble type E0 and is kinematically classified as a centrallyslow rotator (Emsellem et al. 2011) . The effective radius of the galaxy is Re = 81 9.5 kpc. We adopt a major-axis position angle of 60
• , based on the stellar isophotes at large radii (Kronawitter et al. 2000) .
Throughout, (x, y, z) indicate the coordinates of the deprojected three-dimensional (3D) system; r indicates the spherical shell radius. We place the projected major and minor axes of the galaxy along (x , y ), while z is along the line of sight; R indicates the projected radius R = x 2 + y 2 . We also use the projected semi-major elliptical annular radius defined as
with an average flattening q = 0.85 (axis ratio between minor and major axis b/a) adopted for all populations.
Projected density profiles
Photometric observations provide the stellar surface brightness and the projected number density profiles for GCs, as shown in Fig. 1 . We take the observed V -band stellar surface brightness profile along the projected major axis of the galaxy from Kronawitter et al. (2000) (black diamonds), and we fit the surface brightness profile with a multi-Gaussian expansion (MGE; Cappellari 2002; Emsellem et al. 1994) . Eight Gaussian components are used for the best-fitting MGE to the surface brightness (black solid lines). This surface brightness profile has been normalized for comparison purposes. The surface number density profile of the PNe (not shown in the figure) is almost identical with the stellar surface brightness profile (Coccato et al. 2009 ).
The surface number density profiles of red GCs (red pluses) and blue GCs (blue asterisks) are calculated from The stellar surface brightness and the GC surface number density profiles along the major axis. The black diamonds and solid curve are the observed data and MGE fit to the stellar surface brightness, respectively. The red plus-symbols with error bars and dash-dotted curves are those for the red GCs, the blue asterisks with error bars and dashed curves are those for the blue GCs. The stellar data have been arbitrarily normalized for comparison with the GCs. Bottom panel: The axis ratio q profiles. The black solid curve represents the stars. For the GCs, we adopt constant values of q = 0.83 for the red GCs and 0.88 for the blue GCs, as indicated by the horizontal red dash-dotted and blue dashed lines. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of 3 Re for the galaxy.
the GC photometric data. The photometric data were derived from Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2 and Subaru/Suprime-Cam images, as described in Napolitano et al. (2014) , but updated slightly here for ellipticity effects. Briefly, the GC density profiles were computed for the HST and Subaru datasets separately and combined post-facto. The two datasets have different magnitude normalizations. Therefore, we first selected GCs 0.5 mag brighter than the turn-over-magnitude to eliminate this normalization difference. Then we divided the GCs into blue GCs and red GCs using (g −i) < 0.90 and (g −i) > 0.95 for the Subaru data sets, and using (V − I) < 1.05 and (V − I) > 1.09 for the HST datasets. Note that the separation on (g − i) is only used to determine the projected number density profiles to be used as model inputs.
The surface number density profiles of red and blue GCs are described well by an MGE plus a constant background component, shown as red dash-dotted and blue dashed lines in Fig. 1 , respectively. The constant background term is 0.25 for the blue GCs and 0.167 for the red GCs, which will be subtracted from the profiles before the modeling.
The projected density profiles are not spherical but spheroidal. In the bottom panel of Fig. 1 , we show the projected flattening profiles along the major axis for the three populations. The black solid line represents that of the stellar surface brightness, with values varying from q ∼ 0.9 in the center to ∼ 0.7 in the outer regions. We adopt a constant flattening for the red and blue GCs: q = 0.83 for red GCs (red dash-dotted line) and 0.88 for the blue GCs (blue dashed line), which are obtained from all the GC photometric data.
The spectroscopic data we will use for dynamical constraints are far from complete and have complicated selection functions, leaving little ability to constrain the density or brightness profiles of the tracer populations. These profiles-determined beforehand from photometric data (not the spectroscopic data), and converted into MGE form-will provide input to our modelling process.
Kinematic data
For NGC 5846, we have 123 PNe with LOS velocity measurements extending to ∼ 37 kpc 4 Re from the Planetary Nebulae Spectrograph Survey (Coccato et al. 2009) , and 214 GCs with line-of-sight (LOS) velocity measurements extending to ∼ 62 kpc 6.5 Re from the SAGES Legacy Unifying Globulars and GalaxieS (SLUGGS) Survey 1 . The GCs are mostly the same data as described in Napolitano et al. (2014) , with the addition of ∼ 20 new, preliminary velocities from an observing run with Keck/DEIMOS on 2012-04-17 (to be discussed in full in D. Forbes et al., in preparation) .
We also have integrated-light stellar kinematic measurements at 80 discrete positions extending to ∼ 1 Re, obtained by the SLUGGS survey. These measurements provide at each point the mean velocity and velocity dispersion which we will use for modelling, as well as the Gauss-Hermite coefficients h3 and h4. In our modelling, we discard the measurements that are around the satellite galaxy NGC 5846A toward the South.
The SAURON integral-field unit (IFU) data for NGC 5846 (Emsellem et al. 2011 ), extending to ∼ 0.5 Re, are also included in our model. The stellar velocity dispersions from the SAURON data are systematically higher than in SLUGGS by ∼ 10 km s −1 -a known issue found in comparing data from these two surveys Boardman et al. 2016 ). Here we add 10 km s −1 to the SLUGGS stellar velocity dispersions. We check the effects on our models by alternatively subtracting 10 km s −1 from the SAURON data (see Section 6).
The kinematic data in the projected plane are shown in Fig. 2 . The black pluses are the positions of the GCs, the green diamonds are the PNe, the purple asterisks are the positions of stellar kinematics measurements from SLUGGS and the area filled with orange asterisks is the SAURON data. The three dashed circles indicate scale radii of 1 Re, 3 Re and 6 Re for the galaxy. 
DISCRETE CHEMO-DYNAMICAL MODELS
GCs themselves contribute very little to the total stellar luminosity of the galaxy, which comes predominately from the stars in the central galactic structure. PNe simply mark dead low-mass stars, are thus assumed to follow the distribution of the main stellar population. The stellar tracers (PNe + central galaxy stars), the red GCs and the blue GCs are three independent populations that trace the underlying galactic potential.
We use the discrete chemo-dynamical modelling technique developed in Zhu et al., 2016 (submitted) , and refer to this paper for the details of the technique. The dynamical properties of each population are described by an axisymmetric Jeans model with free velocity anisotropy and rotation parameters . The discrete data are modelled directly without spatial binning (Watkins et al. 2013) , and the red and blue GCs are not separated via the colour distribution before the modelling. In this paper, we extend the method to also include integrated-light stellar kinematics.
Gravitational potential
The gravitational potential is modelled by a combination of the stellar and dark matter mass distributions. We deproject the 2D MGE fit to the galaxy's surface brightness in V band to get the 3D luminosity density of the galaxy. After assuming a constant stellar mass-to-light ratio ΥV , we obtain the 3D stellar mass density that generates the stellar contribution to the potential. When de-projecting the 2D MGE of the image to a 3D MGE for the luminosity, we assume that the line-of-sight inclination angle of the galaxy is 90
• (edge-on). The inclination angle is fixed in our model because, especially for a slowly rotating galaxy, it is poorly constrained by kinematic data (van den Bosch & van de Ven 2009).
For the dark matter contribution, we adopt a generalized Navarro, Frenk & White (1996) (NFW) density distribution as in Zhao (1996) 
with r 2 = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 /p 2 z in the case of an oblate axisymmetric distribution. Since the flattening of the dark matter halo is, to a large degree, degenerate with its radial profile, line-of-sight data alone are expected to provide weak constraints if both the flattening and the radial profile of DM are left free. Numerical simulations show that dark matter halos are usually rounder than luminous matter (Wu et al. 2014) , which, in the case of a massive elliptical galaxy, is not far from spherical, and hence we adopt a spherical DM halo with pz = 1.
There are four free halo parameters: the scale radius rs, the scale density ρs, and the inner and outer density slopes γ and η. When (η = 1, γ = 1), the halo reduces to a classic cusped profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) , while, for (η = 2, γ = 0), there is a core in the centre.
We expand the density ρ as an MGE to simplify various calculations such as the computation of the gravitational potential (Emsellem et al. 1994 ) and the solution of the axisymmetric Jeans equation . The total density we use to generate the potential is just the combination of the 3D MGE of stellar and DM density. The central black hole is ignored, a ∼ 10 8 M central black hole has an influence radius less than 1 , which won't affect our results.
Tracer probabilities
Consider a dataset of N measured points such that the i th point has sky coordinates (x i , y i ) and line-of-sight velocity v z ,i ± δv z ,i with measured metallicity Zi ± δZi.
Multiple populations are permitted in the model, each with its own chemical, spatial and dynamical distributions. For each population k, we adopt a Gaussian metallicity distribution (see Forte, Faifer & Geisler 2007 for an alternative distribution) with mean metallicity Z k 0 and metallicity dispersion σ k Z with both the mean and dispersion being taken as free parameters. Here we do not use direct observations of metallicities (cf. Usher et al. 2012 ) but instead adopt g − i colour as a proxy for metallicity. Note that the exact equivalence between colour and metallicity does not matter in this context; we are effectively modelling a two-component population of GC colours, which could in principle be reinterpreted according to some other stellar population parameters.
The metallicity probability of point i in population k is
Each population has its own spatial distribution through its observed projected number density Σ k (x , y ), and so the spatial probability of point i in population k is
where Σ obj = Σ 1 + Σ 2 + . . . is the combined density of all populations that belong to the object under consideration (for example, a galaxy).
The dynamical properties of each population are described by an axisymmetric Jeans model with a specific density profile, velocity anisotropy and rotation parameter. This model assumes that the velocity ellipsoid is aligned with the cylindrical coordinates and the velocity anisotropy in the meridional plane is constant. The dynamical probability of point i in population k for an assumed Gaussian velocity distribution is
where µ k i and σ k i are the line-of-sight mean velocity and velocity dispersion as predicted by a dynamical model at the sky position (x i , y i ). To investigate the velocity anisotropy and the rotation properties, we include two free parameters for each population k in an axisymmetric Jeans model (in a fixed potential): the constant velocity anisotropy in the meridional plane β ). In principle, we could let the density profiles of all populations be free within a model, i.e., the density profiles could be constrained by the actual spatial distribution of the tracers if we have sufficient tracers to sample adequately the true distributions. However, the kinematic data are usually far from complete, with complicated selection functions, and thus provide almost no constraints on the population density profiles. In practice, the projected density profiles are taken from photometric data, with different populations being separated by metallicity (as shown in Fig. 1 ) and used as model inputs.
Discrete GCs and PNe
With discrete GC and PN data, the model can be considered as a generalization of the two-component discrete chemo-dynamical model (Zhu et al., 2016, submitted) to include three populations. However, the stellar tracers (PNe) and GCs are independent tracers from each other, hence the likelihood is
where point i represents a GC, and the other subscripts indicate chemical, spatial or dynamical probability. Once the best-fitting parameters in a model have been obtained, the likelihood of a GC i belonging to each GC population k is
where k can be either a red GC or a blue GC. The relative probability P k i , defined as
can be used to identify a GC as being red or blue by utilising the end of run model. When the point i is a PN, the likelihood is
which is just the probability of an independent single component Jeans model. Both Li∈GC and Li∈PN are evaluated in the same gravitational potential. The total log likelihood of the discrete data is
Integrated-light stellar kinematics
The SAURON IFU data and the SLUGGS stellar kinematics provide the mean velocity and velocity dispersion (µ
of the stars across the projected plane of the galaxy in bins with centroids (x j , y j ).
We directly compare the mean velocity and velocity dispersion of the data with that predicted by the stellar tracer Jeans model, resulting in
where Ns is the number of bins in the integrated-light stellar kinematic data, and (µ star j , σ star j ) are the model predicted mean velocity and velocity dispersion for the stellar tracer -which we also used for the PNe.
The minimum of χ 2 star and the maximum of the log likelihood for the discrete stars can be determined at the same time by maximising the combined likelihood defined as
where αs is a weight parameter which will be adapted manually to balance the relative influence of the integrated stellar kinematic data and the GC and PN discrete data (see Section 3.3).
Model parameters and optimization
Using the prescriptions laid out in Section 3.1, there are three free parameters in the gravitational potential:
(1) ΥV , the V -band stellar mass-to-light ratio; (2) ρs, DM scale density; (3) ds ≡ log(ρ 2 s r 3 s ) is a proxy for the scale radius rs, reducing the strong degeneracy between ρs and rs.
We have two GC populations, red and blue, with different chemical, spatial and dynamical distributions. The projected number density of each population is fixed, as shown in Fig There are correspondingly four free parameters for the blue population:
The PNe and stars are treated together as stellar tracers with chemical properties decoupled from the GCs. The projected stellar density profile is set by the surface brightness profile in Fig. 1 , and there are two free dynamical parameters left to be defined:
, the velocity anisotropy parameter of the stars/PNe; (13) κ star , the rotation parameter of the stars/PNe.
In order to understand the ability of our model to distinguish between different DM haloes, we run two sets of models: one set using cored DM haloes and one set using cusped DM haloes. For each model, we have 13 free parameters as described above.
The emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), a Python implementation of the an affine-invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler, is used to run the models. For each set of models, 200 walkers with 300 steps are employed, where walkers are the members of the ensemble. The walkers are similar to separate MetropolisHasting chains but the proposal distribution for a given walker depends on the positions of all the other walkers in the ensemble. We burn in the chain at the time step 250, only the last 50 steps are used for the post-burn distributions as shown in Fig. 3 .
Parameter αs in equation (12) is used to numerically balance the equation and set the relative influence of the discrete data extending to large scales and the integrated stellar kinematic data at small scales. We manually vary αs and find that, at small values, the integrated-light stellar kinematic data provides a weak constraint on the model, with large variations in ΥV , and hence in the DM mass. When αs is large, the integrated stellar kinematic data dominate the evolution of the log likelihood, and cause a poor fit to the discrete data. For our NGC 5846 model, the SAURON IFU data have about 1000 good quality data points and so we find that a small value, αs = 0.1, leads to good fits to both the integrated stellar kinematic data and the discrete PNe velocities.
MODEL FITS
The best-fitting parameters obtained by the MCMC process for the models with cored and cusped DM potentials are presented in Table 1 (with ds converted to the scale radius rs, and λ red , λ blue and λ star converted to the velocity anisotropy parameters β red z , β blue z and β star z for convenience). Fig. 3 shows the resulting distributions for 9 of the 13 free parameters for the models with a cored DM halo; the 4 parameters related to the colour distribution of the GCs are omitted as they are not directly related to the dynamics. The scatter plots show the projected 2D distributions, with the points coloured by their likelihoods from blue (low) to red (high). The ellipses represent the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ regions of the projected covariance matrix. The histograms show the projected 1D distributions, with bell-like curves representing the 1σ projected covariance matrix. In most cases there are no degeneracies between the parameters, except for some covariance between the stellar mass-to-light ratio ΥV , stellar velocity anisotropy λ star , and DM scale density ρs (representating classic mass-anisotropy and mass decomposition degeneracies). Unlike the spherical Jeans model, the mass-anisotropy degeneracy is not strong in our model. The MCMC process works similarly for the cusped model and the corresponding parameters show similar degeneracies.
We calculate the virial mass M200 and the concentration c of the DM halo. The virial mass M200 is defined as the enclosed mass within the virial radius rv, the virial radius rv taken as r200, where the average density inside r200 is 200 times the critical density (ρcrit = 1.37 × 10 −7 M pc −3 ). The concentration c is defined as the ratio between the DM virial radius rv and the DM scale radius rs. M200 and c are shown in Table 1 as well as the scale density ρs and the scale radius rs. The cusped DM halo has a remarkably low concentration and large virial mass, which is not expected from cosmological simulations (and discussed in Section 6).
We run a constrained cusped (CC) model with ρs > 1 × 10 −3 M pc −3 (this roughly corresponds to a standard NFW halo as a prior) to see statistically how strongly we can constrain the concentration of the halo. The best-fitting Note that we only show 9 out of 13 parameters here: from left to right, they are the logarithm of the DM scale density log ρs; ds = ρ 2 s r 3 s where rs is the DM scale radius; the stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ V ; the velocity anisotropy parameters for the red GCs λ red , the blue GCs λ blue and the stellar tracers λ star ; the rotation parameters for the red GCs κ red , the blue GCs κ blue and the stellar tracers κ star .
parameters of this constrained cusped model are also listed in Table 1 .
The inclination angle is fixed at 90
• . We have also investigated the effect of leaving the inclination angle as a free parameter. We find that it is poorly constrained in the range from 50
• to 90
• . The rotation parameter of the red GCs does increase slightly, but otherwise a free inclination angle does not have a significant effect on our results.
The chemo-dynamical GCs
The key approach in our chemo-dynamical modelling is that the 213 GCs with velocity measurements are not separated into red and blue groups before performing the dynamical modelling. Instead, from the best model obtained with the MCMC process, we calculate the probabilities of an individual GC being red (P red i ) or blue (P blue i ) following equation (8). We show the chemo-dynamical separation of the GCs in our best-fitting cored model in Fig. 4 . The results for the cusped DM halo and the constrained DM halo models are very similar, so we do not include them here. The upper and lower scatter plots show the distribution of GCs in colour g − i, and the line-of-sight velocity v z versus the projected semi-major elliptical shell radius R defined in equation (1). The GCs are plotted with points coloured by P red i : the red points representing GCs with high probability of being in the red population, and the blue points representing GCs with high probability of being in the blue population. The red and blue histograms are constructed directly from the GCs identified by P red i > 0.5 for red and P blue i > 0.5 for -the probability of belonging to the red population-from blue (low) to red (high). The red and blue histograms show the distributions in radius, color and velocity for the GCs classified as red and blue. The solid curves over-plotted are the model distributions for each population. The radial distributions, inferred from the surface number density profiles, do not match the histograms in the inner regions owing to spectroscopic incompleteness. Note also that the velocity dispersions actually vary with radius, but here we plot the overall velocity distribution for each population. The two vertical dashed lines indicate the positions of −3 Re and 3 Re.
blue. This criterion for separation is used in all the following sections of the paper. The solid curves in the histograms are the best-fit model-predicted distributions for each population. The model-predicted radial distributions f (R ) are inferred from the photometric surface number density profiles Σ(R), with f (R ) = f (R)/2 = πqRΣ(R)dR, where R is the semi-major elliptical annular radius defined in Equation 1.
The model input surface number density profiles of the red and blue GCs were determined by photometricallydetected GCs with separation at g − i < 0.90 for blue and g − i > 0.95 for red (Fig. 1) . In the final colour distribution obtained by the chemo-dynamical model in Fig. 4 , the colour distributions of the two GC populations with velocity measurements are clearly separated with a small overlap around g − i ∼ 0.9 − 1.0. These distributions are reasonably consistent with the results from a standard, non-dynamical bimodal colour modelling approach (Napolitano et al. 2014 ). The surface number density profiles used for the modelling were created in a way that turns out to be nicely consistent with the separation inferred from the dynamical tracers.
Fit to the kinematic data
The kinematic maps from the best-fitting cored model are shown in Fig. 5 , the left panels are the kinematic maps for the red GCs and the blue GCs; while the right panels are for the stellar tracers corresponding to the PNe and integrated-light stellar kinematic measurements. The kinematic maps are the predicted mean velocity (left columns) and velocity dispersion (right columns) in the projected plane, with each point representing a measurement position colour-coded with the predicted value (as indicated by the corresponding colour bar). The velocity dispersion anisotropy is encoded in the opening angle of the kinematic maps (Li et al. 2016 ). Red GCs have higher dispersions along the major axis while the blue GCs have higher dispersions along the minor axis, indicating their dif- ferent velocity anisotropies. We will discuss this further in Section 5.2.
We bin the data and the model predictions to show a direct comparison in Fig. 6 . We divide the projected plane into two cones, one spanning a ±45 deg from the major axis, and the other a ±45 deg from the minor axis as indicated on the top-left panel. The data and model predictions are binned along the major and minor axes using points in the corresponding cones. Both the data and model are axissymmetrized and point-symmetrized to increase the number of points by a factor of 4 before binning.
Fig 6 shows the binned mean velocity and velocity dispersion profiles. In each panel, the coloured points are constructed from the observational data along the major axis, while the black stars are along the minor axis. The coloured solid curves are the mean and 1σ uncertainties of the model predictions along the major axis, and the black dashed curves are along the minor axis.
Equally-populated radial bins are used for the GC and PN discrete data with 30 (40 for PN) points per bin counting from left to right. Adjacent bins are independent. The midway position from the minimum to maximum R of the 30 points is taken as the R value of a bin. The horizontal error bar covers the R region that the 30 points span. For the stellar kinematic data, we omit the horizontal error bars, while the SAURON data are binned 40 points per bin and the SLUGGS data are binned with 20 points per bin, with adjacent bins independent from each other.
The data points fluctuate substantially, with the typical uncertainty shown in each panel. The observed rotation in the red GCs and in the integrated starlight in the inner regions is significant and matched well by the model prediction. The stellar kinematics exhibit a weak kinematically decoupled core (KDC) inside ∼ 30 arcsec which is not matched well by our model. The observed PNe mean velocity profile has large fluctuations and shows no obvious rotation, which is consistent with our model predicts, agrees with the result from Coccato et al. (2009) . The rotation of these different tracers will be discussed further in Section 5.1.
The model-predicted velocity dispersion profiles for all the tracers match the observational data reasonably well. The dispersion profile is matched radially, and is the velocity dispersion difference between the major and minor axes.
The cusped model fits the data as well as the cored model. The constrained cusped model provides a poorer fit to the stellar kinematics, with a too large velocity dispersion around 20 − 100 arcsec predicted by the model. The kinematics of the cusped model and the constrained cusped model are shown in Appendix A.
KINEMATIC PROPERTIES OF THE THREE TRACERS

Internal rotation
We identify the red GCs based on their likelihoods in the best-fitting model. As shown in Figure 6 , the field stars and red GCs show significant rotation. In our axisymmetric model, only the rotation about the minor axis is fitted by our modelling: see the complicated rotation pattern shown in Figure 6 . As we discuss below, the PNe and the blue GCs are consistent with no rotation, so we only show the red GCs and the field stars in the following two figures. Figure 7 shows the positions of the tracers coloured by their LOS velocities, illustrating the KDC in the inner region. The velocity gradient of the field stars traced by the Figure 6 . Comparison between the data and the model predicted kinematics from the best-fitting cored dark matter model. The left panels are for globular clusters (GCs) and the right panels are for planetary nebulae (PNe) and stars. Left: The mean velocity and velocity dispersion profiles for the red (top) and the blue (bottom) GCs. The data and model predictions were binned along the major and minor axes using the cone-like divisions as shown in Fig 5. The thick and thin curves represent the mean and 1σ uncertainties of the model inferences for the GCs; the solid and dashed lines represent those along the minor and minor axis, respectively. The points with error bars are the actual observational data, in radial bins, with red and blue GCs classified as such by the best-fit likelihood model. The points and star-symbols are for the major and minor axes, respectively. Right: The binned mean velocity and velocity dispersion profiles, where the solid and dashed curves represent those of the model inferences for the field stars about major and minor axes. The points and star-symbols are the data binned along the major and minor axes, respectively. In the right bottom panel, the large symbols are binned from the SLUGGS data and the small symbols represent the SAURON data. The typical uncertainty for the binned data points is indicated on the bottom left of each panel. The vertical lines mark the 3 Re radius.
SLUGGS data (asterisks) at ∼ 0.5-1.0 Re starts differ from that in the inner 0.5 Re as traced by the SAURON data (the velocity map showing the Voronoi binning). Further out, the red GCs (plus symbols) show rotation in the opposite direction from the SAURON data, and thus the region traced by the SLUGGS stellar kinematics is likely to be at the transition of these counter-rotating inner and outer regions.
The rotation directions of the SAURON data and the red GCs are roughly around the photometric minor axis of the galaxy. The variation of LOS velocities along the azimuthal angle φ measured from the major axis of the galaxy is shown in Fig. 8 . A simple sinusoidal fit to the SAURON data, v = vmax sin(φ + φ0), yields φ0 = −60
• ± 20
• and vmax = 7.0 ± 2.2 km s −1 , as indicated by the solid black curve in the top panel. The sinusoidal fit to the red GCs at R > Re yields the red solid curves with φ0 = 93
• ± 6
• and vmax = 61 ± 21 km s −1 , with hints of the rotation increasing with radius. For the red GCs with σ red ≈ 200 km s −1 , we get vmax/σ ∼ 0.3 at R > Re. At R < Re, there are only a few red GCs, and no obvious rotation pattern. These fits confirm that the central galaxy light and the red GCs both have rotation around the minor axis (along the major axis) but in opposite directions.
We also tried the sinusoidal fit to the PNe and blue GCs, both of which are consistent with zero rotation, as well as that suggested by the dynamical model fitting as shown in the last section. The PNe are, if anything, counter-rotating to the red GCs at the same radii. This raises the possibility that the red GCs do not surprisingly trace the field stars (PNe) spatial distribution -as noted earlier. The blue GCs are also consistent with no rotation at all radii; they may share the similar rotate properties with the PNe rather than the red GCs.
Velocity dispersion anisotropy
We calculate the velocity anisotropy profiles from our dynamical models. We use the usual definition for the velocity anisotropy with βr = 1 − (σ
2 r where σ φ , σ θ and σr being the velocity dispersion in spherical coordinates, are obtained from the σR, σ φ and σz cylindrical values from our axisymmetric models. The radial profiles for the three populations are shown in Fig 9. The profiles are for the models with a cored DM halo, but the results are similar for the cusped halo models. The orange, black, red and blue sym- The diamonds with error bars are the velocity anisotropy profiles obtained from the discrete chemodynamical Jeans model. In the models described in Section 4.2, the velocity anisotropy of the stellar tracers including PNe is dominated by the stellar kinematic data in the inner region. This is plotted as the orange diamond. The velocity anisotropy in the region covered by the PNe only is plotted with green diamonds.
We find very mild radial velocity anisotropy for the stars in the inner regions. The PNe match up with the stars, and in the outer parts become mildly tangentially anisotropic. The blue GCs are slightly radially anisotropic, and the red GCs are tangentially anisotropic. Note that these anisotropy profiles are fairly flat by construction, since in our chemodynamical model we assumed a constant βz for each population.
In an axisymmetric system, radial velocity anisotropy causes the velocity dispersions along the minor axis to be higher, while tangential velocity anisotropy increase the dispersions along the major axis. The anisotropy results we obtained for the different populations illustrate this scenario. The blue GCs have higher dispersions along the minor axis (Fig. 6 ) and they are found to be radially anisotropic. The red GCs at all radii and the outermost PNe have higher dispersions along the major axis and are they are found to be tangentially anisotropic.
Having obtained the best-fitting model, the red and blue GCs can be separated via likelihood as described in Section 4.1 to give three independent discrete tracers: PNe, red GCs and blue GCs. To investigate the velocity anisotropies further, we create independent single component particlebased made-to-measure (M2M) models for each population of tracers (de Lorenzi et al. 2007; Long & Mao 2010; Zhu et al. 2014) . A cored DM halo is adopted with the parameters of the potential fixed by the values obtained by the best-fitting chemo-dynamical Jeans models. The details of the M2M models are described in the Appendix B.
The M2M models are not used to constrain the potential but to assist with the velocity anisotropy profile analysis, which should provide more robust result by using the information about the opening angle of the kinematic map as well as the whole velocity distribution. The solid lines in Fig. 9 are the velocity anisotropy profiles obtained from the M2M models. Again, the red, blue and green lines represent the red GCs, blue GCs and PNe anisotropies. The large orange plus symbol shows the velocity anisotropy of the stars obtained by M2M models using SAURON data alone (Long & Mao 2012) .
The PNe are found to be radially anisotropic within 3 Re, after which the velocity anisotropy starts to decrease, reaching isotropy by the projected radial limit of the data. The further continuation at larger radii to tangential anisotropy is uncertain. Red GCs are found to be tangentially anisotropic around 1 Re, becoming isotropic around 3 Re, after which the velocity anisotropy decreases to become tangentially anisotropic again. Blue GCs are found to have radial anisotropy which increases gradually with radius, in agreement with the results from the axisymmetric Jeans model, and in contrast to the profiles for the other tracers.
Overall, the results from Jeans and M2M are reasonably consistent, keeping in mind both the limitations of Jeans models, and the possible uncertainties in the M2M models. Considering the differences in more detail: (1) the Jeans models have limited ability to produce radial variations in the velocity anisotropy profiles as seen in the M2M models; (2) the velocity anisotropy profiles obtained using the Jeans models are, on average, more tangential than those obtained using M2M. This effect could be caused by deviations of the galaxy's velocity ellipsoid from the zero tilt angles assumed by the axisymmetric Jeans model .
MASS PROFILE CONSTRAINTS
The enclosed mass profiles obtained by our best-fitting models are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 10 . The middle panel displays the DM fraction profile and the bottom panel, the mass profile difference between the constrained cusped model and the other two models.
The black solid and dashed curves represent the total mass profile with respectively a cored and a cusped DM halo, the orange solid and dashed curves represent the corresponding stellar mass profiles. These two mass profiles are consistent with each other to within 1σ uncertainty, and they fit all the data with almost equal quality (see Table 1 ). A stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV = 9.0±0.3 is obtained with the cored DM halo, while we estimate ΥV = 8.7 ± 0.1 with the cusped DM halo (Table 1) . The DM fraction within 1 Re of these two models is only ∼ 10% and ∼ 15% respectively (see lower panel). By comparison Cappellari et al. 2013a found a DM fraction of 14% through modelling the SAURON data with an axisymmetric Jeans model. The cored model yields reasonable values for the DM density around the scale radius and for the virial mass for a giant elliptical galaxy (Table 1; Dutton & Macciò 2014) . In contrast, the cusped halo has a remarkably low density and large scale radius (low concentration and an implausibly large virial mass of > 10 15 M ; see Table 1 ). This may seem to be evidence against a cusped halo. To investigate this further, we have tried a constrained cusped halo, using a density prior of ρs > 1 × 10 −3 M pc −3 which concentrates more DM in the inner regions (red dash-dotted). As a consequence of the higher DM concentration, we obtain a lower stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV = 8.3 ± 0.3 (orange dash-dotted lines), and the DM fraction within 1 Re increases to ∼ 20%. As shown in Table 1 , although this model is not favoured having a smaller maximum likelihood than the previous two models, the statistical significance of the difference is less than 1 σ.
The mass profile differences between the constrained cusped model and the other two models are shown in the bottom panel of Fig 10. The solid curve represents the comparison with the cored model and the dashed curve represents the comparison with the cusped model. The differences are most significant in the regions ∼ 2 Re and 4 Re. The velocity dispersion of the PNe and GCs has a typical uncertainty of ∼ 10%, so variations in the mass profiles at the ∼ 10-20% level are to be expected. The stellar kinematics around 1 Re (∼ 80 arcsec) are most sensitive to this mass profile difference (see Figure 6 and Figure A2 ). More data points around 1-3 Re or in the outer most regions would The black solid, black dashed and red dot-dashed curves represent the total mass profiles of the models with cored, cusped and constrained cusped DM halos, while the orange solid, dashed and dot-dashed curves represent the corresponding stellar mass profiles. The pluses with error bars indicate the typical uncertainty in the total mass at those positions. The blue solid curve represents the standard NFW modelling results from Napolitano et al. (2014) , based on stars and GCs. The green solid curve is the PN-based mass model from Deason et al. (2012) , and the purple solid curve is the mass profile obtained from modelling the Xray emission (Das et al. 2010) . improve our ability to distinguish between the cored model and the constrained cusped model.
As discussed earlier, there is a ∼ 10 km s −1 offset between the stellar velocity dispersions from SAURON and from SLUGGS. In our default models, we have shifted the SLUGGS data up to match SAURON, but if we instead move the SAURON dispersions down by 10 km s −1 , then the stellar mass-to-light ratios in the three models decrease by ∆ΥV ∼ 0.2, The DM parameters do not change significantly and a cored model is still preferred with similar significance. If we do not try to match the SLUGGS and SAURON data, then the model fits become slightly worse, as the decreasing stellar velocity dispersions from 0 − 20 arcsec to 20 − 100 arcsec becomes harder to reproduce. This is particularly true for the constrained cusped model which is then excluded with 1σ significance.
Mass profile modelling of NGC 5846 has been performed previously using stellar kinematics within 2 Re (e.g. Kronawitter et al. 2000; Cappellari et al. 2013b ). However, tracers extending to larger radii are needed in order to probe the DM distribution adequately. Das et al. (2010) derived a mass profile for NGC 5846 using X-ray gas properties from Chandra and XMM-Newton observations (shown as the purple solid line in Fig. 10 ). This mass is higher than we have found here, probably because of disturbances in the gas that violate the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium required in the X-ray analysis. Deason et al. (2012) modelled the PNe dynamics using a power-law distribution function model (shown as the green solid line), and obtained results which are consistent with our results over the region covered by most of the PNe. Napolitano et al. (2014) utilized a spherical Jeans model of field stars and two GC populations and included velocity distribution kurtosis constraints. The blue solid curve represents these results obtained with a standard NFW DM model, which is in general agreement with our mass profiles. The density of their DM halo is higher than our preferred cored model but is and consistent with our constrained cusped model, They found a larger scale radius with the DM mass at all radii larger than our constrained cusped model. With a stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV = 8.2, they obtained a DM fraction within 1 Re of ∼ 30%.
As we discussed in Section 4.2, the concentration of the DM halo is sensitive to the velocity dispersions in the region of 20 − 100 arcsec. Napolitano et al. (2014) only fit the upper limit of the velocity dispersion of the stellar kinematic data, which is 210 − 220 km s −1 in that region. This is ∼ 10 km s −1 higher that our data and our model prediction. This could explain the higher concentration of DM Napolitano et al. (2014) obtained. Napolitano et al. (2014) used similar GC data in the outer regions. The higher mass they obtained at larger radius could be a result of the mass-anisotropy degeneracy. As they obtained a higher mass as well as a more radially velocity dispersion anisotropy.
Our estimated stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV ∼ 8-9 may be compared with the ATLAS 3D result (Cappellari et al. 2013a) . They found Υr = 7.0, which we convert to V -band based on the galaxy's g − r = 0.9 colour from SDSS, and arrive at ΥV 8.5, which is nicely consistent with our results. Spectroscopy-based stellar population synthesis modelling for NGC 5846 gives a stellar ΥV = 8.5 assuming a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF; Cappellari et al. 2013a) . A Kroupa IMF would give ΥV 5.3, which we tentatively rule out with dynamic modelling, with the caveat that we have not allowed for adiabatically contracted halo models which would decrease the inferred stellar mass. With total stellar mass of ∼ 0.7 × 10 12 M , our galaxy is consistent with the trend of more massive galaxies displaying Figure 11 . The extended velocity anisotropy profiles of four giant ellipticals. The solid lines represent the profiles for PNe, red GCs and blue GCs in NGC 5846 based on our M2M modelling, the dash-dotted lines represent red GCs and blue GCs in M87 from Zhang et al. (2015) , the dashed black line shows PNe in M84 from Zhu et al. (2014) , and the dotted horizontal lines are for red and blue GCs in NGC 1407 from Pota et al. (2015b) .
more Salpeter-like IMFs . Although things are actually more complicated, higher stellar massto-light ratio could also be accomplished by allowing the high-mass end slope of a Chabrier-like IMF to be steeper. As recently shown in Lyubenova et al. (2016) , the latter seems to be so far the preferred option for elliptical galaxies whereas a Salpeter-like single power-law is ruled out for 75% of the galaxies in their sample. Moreover, there are also indications that the IMF might radially vary within galaxies (Martín-Navarro et al. 2015 ). An interesting avenue for future work will be to combine our dynamical constraints with stellar population modelling that include IMF variations. Our modelling result also agrees with the full-spectral fitting of the galaxy's central light with a free IMF (Conroy & van Dokkum 2012) , which yielded ΥV = 8.8.
The situation is thus different from the multipopulation dynamical modelling of NGC 1407, where the difference between cored and cusped DM halo models was degenerate with the IMF assumption (Pota et al. 2015b ). For our NGC 5846 modelling, the primary limitation comes instead from the total dynamical mass estimate, rather than from the stellar mass-to-light ratio.
Overall, the dark and luminous mass distributions are individually well constrained in our model. Marginalizing over the different DM models, we find a stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV = 8.8 ± 0.5. We prefer a cored DM halo, which leads to only ∼ 10% DM fraction within 1 Re, increasing to 67 ± 10% at 6 Re. A standard NFW model is not favoured, although only with low statistical significance.
DISCUSSION: CONNECTIONS TO OTHER GALAXIES AND FORMATION CLUES
We now consider some broader implications of our modelling results for NGC 5846. In early-type galaxies, it is thought that the kinematics of red GCs are generally coupled to the field stars of the host galaxy, with rotation around the photometric minor axis, while blue GCs are more dominated by random motions (Pota et al. 2013) . This is consistent with what we have found for NGC 5846, although we did not find the same red GC rotation as Pota et al. (2013) for this galaxy. Considering the large fluctuations in rotation that we found ( Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 ), the differences in results from Pota et al. (2013) could be due to their hard cut on the colour distribution in separating the two GC populations. In any case, both studies, as well as the PN study by Coccato et al. (2009) , agree on very low outer rotation in NGC 5846. This result is consistent with cosmological simulations of massive galaxy formation (Wu et al. 2014) , where slow rotation is a consequence of multiple minor mergers from random directions (e.g. Moody et al. 2014) . A similar formation scenario for NGC 5846 is also inferred from a detailed analysis of its extended stellar kinematics by Forbes et al. (2016) . Additional clues to galaxy formation come from velocity dispersion anisotropy profiles, which we derived for NGC 5846 using three tracers: stars+PNe, red GCs, and blue GCs (Section 5.2). These profiles can be compared to the generic expectations for elliptical galaxies that have formed through mergers. Such galaxies have mild anisotropy in their centres, yielding to strong radial anisotropy in their outer regions. This applies to both stars and GCs, whether they were formed in mergers or were passively accreted (e.g. Dekel et al. 2005; Kruijssen et al. 2012) . The blue GCs in NGC 5846 show this pattern, but the stars and red GCs, less so. For the red GCs, the tangential anisotropy interior to ∼ 20 kpc may simply relate to the effects of tidal forces, which preferentially dissolve the GCs that are on more radial orbits. The isotropic to tangential trends for the stars and red GCs at 30 kpc are more difficult to understand 2 , but might connect to a component of in situ formation (Wu et al. 2014; Röttgers, Naab & Oser 2014) .
In Figure 11 , we compared results for the velocity anisotropy at large radii from NGC 5846 with other massive slow rotating ellipticals: NGC 1407, M84, and M87. For each galaxy, PNe, red GCs and blue GCs were treated as independent tracers. Among these four galaxies, there is a wide scatter of inferred anisotropy at both small and large radii, with no consistent pattern within each galaxy or each 2 Napolitano et al. (2014) inferred radial anisotropy for both red and blue GCs in NGC 5846 by spherical Jeans modelling using kurtosis constraints. However, by taking a spherical assumption, they lost the information of velocity dispersion anisotropy encoding the opening angle of the kinematic map (as we shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6) and the uncertainties in the kurtosis were quite high. In our discrete axisymmetric models, we have used the discrete data which encodes information about the opening angle of the kinematic map as well as the whole velocity distribution (for M2M; including the kurtosis). Therefore our anisotropy results should be more robust albeit still with substantial uncertainties. Considering the uncertainties of both sides, the Napolitano et al. (2014) results are still consistent with our results from M2M.
tracer type. The overall impression is of complex and inhomogeneous formation histories for this type of galaxy. On the other hand, similar results for the field stars (including PNe) of fast-rotator ellipticals (NGC 3379, NGC 4494, NGC 4697, M60) seem to have a more consistent pattern of isotropy in the centre, transitioning to radial anisotropy in the outer regions as expected (based on field stars and PNe; de Lorenzi et al. 2008 Lorenzi et al. , 2009 Das et al. 2011; Morganti et al. 2013) . Tangential anisotropy for blue GCs from inner to outer regions is inferred from the negative kurtosis of the velocity distribution for the SLUGGS galaxies (Pota et al. 2013) .
Given the uncertainties in our DM profile results for NGC 5846, considering their implications would take careful analysis that is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we can make an interesting comparison of the total dynamical mass profile with the recent results of Cappellari et al. (2015) and Serra et al. (2016) , who studied a large sample of fast-rotator early-type galaxies using both extended stellar kinematics (from ATLAS 3D +SLUGGS) and HI kinematics. They found a remarkable homogeneity in the total mass density profiles of these galaxies, with power-law slopes clustered tightly around −2.2 dex per dex. The slope that we find for NGC 5846 over the radial range of 1-4 Re is much shallower at −1.7 dex per dex. This difference presumably arises from the location of NGC 5846 within a massive group-central halo, which is the dominant structure, but may also be a reflection of a difference in assembly histories between fast and slow rotators.
SUMMARY
We have applied our discrete chemo-dynamical modelling techniques to the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 5846, incorporating kinematic constraints from its red GCs, blue GCs and PNe -along with field stars. We used 214 GCs extending to ∼ 6 Re with LOS velocities from the SLUGGS survey, 123 PNe extending to ∼ 4 Re with LOS velocities, SAURON IFU data extending to ∼ 0.5 Re, and integrated stellar velocity and velocity dispersion measurements at 80 discrete positions extending to ∼ 1 Re from SLUGGS. In a departure from usual practice, the GCs were not separated into red and blue GCs via a hard metallicity cut before modelling. Instead, a free colour distribution for each GC population was included in the chemo-dynamical model. The three populations orbit in the same potential but with their own unique surface density profiles, internal rotation and velocity anisotropy properties. By applying an MCMC process, the model was able to find, simultaneously, the region in parameter space that matches the observed kinematics. We have found:
(1) The mass profiles at all scales covered by the data points are constrained well. We constrain the total mass within 6 Re (= 480 = 57 kpc) to be (1.7 ± 0.3) × 10 12 M , and obtain a V -band stellar mass-to-light ratio of ΥV = 8.8 ± 0.5 (corresponding to a Salpeter IMF). A cored DM halo is weakly preferred, and implies a DM fraction of ∼ 10% within 1 Re, increasing to 67 ± 10% within 6 Re. A standard NFW halo, with ∼ 20% DM within 1 Re, is not favoured although with only low statistical significance.
(2) The red and blue GCs are naturally separated out by the likelihood analysis. We find weak rotation for the red GCs, with vmax/σ0 ∼ 0.3 at R > 1 Re. The rotation is about the photometric minor axis of the galaxy, and is opposite to the rotation of the inner field stars -indicating a KDC. We find no significant rotation for the PNe or blue GCs. (3) We have created particle-based M2M models for the three populations, and used them to confirm that the velocity anisotropy profiles for the three populations as obtained by the axisymmetric Jeans models are acceptable, and are consistent with those obtained by the M2M models.
The more general velocity anisotropy profiles obtained by the M2M models show that neither the red nor the blue GCs exactly follow the stars. In the inner regions, the red GCs are more tangentially anisotropic than the stellar tracers, which probably reflects tidal forces destroying the GCs on radial orbits. In the outer regions, the blue GCs are radially anisotropic, as expected in accretion scenarios. The outer PNe and red GCs show similar isotropic to tangential orbits. However, the red GCs have significant rotation which is not detected in the PNe or blue GCs. From their anisotropy and rotation, it raises the possibility that neither the red GCs nor the blue GCs have the same formation history as the stellar tracers. The outer PNe and red GCs show isotropic to tangential orbits, which is a feature seen in the PNe or blue GCs of other slow rotator ellipticals APPENDIX A: CUSPED DARK MATTER MODELS Figure A1 and Figure A2 show the fit to the kinematic data by the cusped model and the constrained cusped model with ρs > 1×10 −3 M pc −3 . The data are binned in the same way as Figure 6 . The red and blue GCs are categorised slightly differently in different models, so that the kinematics of each population differ slightly between models. Compared to the cored model in Figure 6 , the cusped model predicts a higher dispersion between 20−100 arcsec, but still fits the data with almost equal quality. The constrained cusped model predicts even higher dispersions between 20 − 100 arcsec, and thus overfits the stellar kinematics from the SLUGGS data in this region. At the same time, it predicts lower dispersions in the outermost regions, and thus the kinematics of the blue GCs are not fitted as well but the outer most data points of the red GCs are fitted somewhat better. With the large error bars in the data, we can see that, even for constrained cusped models, the model predictions are still consistent with the data within 1σ uncertainty. The differences in the velocity dispersions predicted by these three models are consistent with their differences in mass profiles.
Note that the velocity dispersions from of SLUGGS data have already been adjusted by adding 10 km s −1 to match the SAURON data in the inner region. If we leave the SLUGGS data unchanged, then the constrained cusped model provides a poorer fit to the kinematics in this region.
APPENDIX B: THE M2M MODELS
We create single-population M2M models for the red GCs, blue GCs and PNe respectively. The models are created following Zhu et al. (2014) , to which we refer for further details. The same potential is used in all three models, and is the cored potential matching the black solid line in Fig 10. The M2M models are not created to determine any potential parameters, but to investigate the dynamical properties of each tracer population. The surface number density and discrete LOS velocities of the corresponding tracers are used as constraints in each model. 
B1 The initial conditions
We initially give the particles equal luminosity weights. The particle number density profile follows the 3D number density profile deprojected from the observed surface number density for each population. The velocity distribution at each radius is a Gaussian distribution, with a mean velocity of zero and velocity dispersion following the solution of an isotropic, spherical Jeans model using the M2M potential and the population tracer number density profile. No net rotation of the particle system is used. In total, we create 400000 particles for each model.
B2 Fit to the data
Discrete LOS velocity data from our GCs and PNe are included in the model. Overall we have 100 red GCs, 96 blue GCs, and 123 PNe. To reduce noise from the data, axissymmetrization and point-symmetrization (e.g., de Lorenzi et al. 2008; van den Bosch et al. 2008) are applied with the data sizes being enlarged by a factor of 4 as a result.
Model data values are formed by binning the particle data onto the projected plane using 4 bins in projected radius and azimuthal angle as shown in Fig ?? . The binning schemes are constructed in the same way for each model, differing only in bin radius because the three tracers cover slightly different spatial regions.
Given the small number of data points available, regularisation is used to ensure indirectly a smooth final velocity distribution (Long & Mao 2010) . Models with different regularisation were tried, and we show here three models with high regularisation (µ = 1.5), low regularisation (µ = 0.5) and with no regularisation (µ = 0.0). The absolute value of the parameter µ has no physical meaning: it merely sets the relative influence of regularisation with reference to the other modelling constraints. Parameter µ's role is not dissimilar to parameter αs's role in Section 3.2.2.
For each model, the particle weights converged well with more than 95% of particles having weight variations less than 5% in the last 20 half mass dynamical time units of modelling. Fig ?? shows how well the M2M models fit the data for the models of the red GCs, blue GCs and PNe reading from top to bottom. We only show the velocity distributions for the bins with a central azimuthal angle of 0
• or 90
• . The other bins are not shown, as the velocity distributions are similar but with oppositely signed velocities in the bins with an azimuthal angle difference of 180
• . The models with no or little regularisation are quite noisy and have some local peaks in the velocity distributions. The model with µ = 1.5 is generally smooth. The velocity anisotropy profiles we use in Fig 9 are directly calculated from the highly regularised models. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/ L A T E X file prepared by the author. Figure A2 . Comparison between the data and the model predicted kinematics from the best-fitting constrained cusped model with ρs > 1 × 10 −3 M pc −3 . The model provides a poorer fit to the stellar kinematic data at ∼ 20 − 100 arcsec.
